
HARTL CRUSHER RESULTS The HARTL CRUSHER™ delivers a very high average performance
rate with low wear and a quality cubical end product with a minimal 
percentage of oversize material.

       INTERESTED IN EXPERIENCING HARTL CRUSHER, SCREENER AND   
       SCREENPLANT LIVE?
Register now for your personal product presentation: demoday@hartl-crusher.com
Watch demoday videos at: www.hartl-crusher.com/videosfotos/highlights/

hartl-crusher.com

USA

Natural rock processing
Rubble processing
Recycling and demolition
Roadworks and levelling works
Excavation and construction
Sewer and pipeline construction

NOTHING CAN
SUBSTITUTE
EXPERIENCE

HARTL KNOW-HOW

HARTL CRUSHER NORTH AMERICA LLC
871 Coronado Center Drive, Suite 200
Henderson, Nevada, 89052 · Call: 814 617 0207
mh@hartl-crusher.com · hartl-crusher.com/us

       HARTL CRUSHER™ - A NAME THAT STANDS FOR QUALITY

HARTL Engineering & Marketing GmbH is an Austrian company that specializes in the development, production
and international marketing of industry specifi c products in the construction and material sector. Under the name
HARTL CRUSHER™, the balance between innovation, high quality and over 40 years of experience in the crushing
and screening arena is achieved and make for an exceptional product portfolio. The unique technical aspects and
robust construction of combining an excavator and crusher unit guarantees a high performance and reliable machine 
for the reduction of natural stone as well as recycling and demolition materials, directly on site.
Innovative design, modern production technologies and the exclusive use of proven quality components ensure best 
production results, a high degree of service and maintenance friendliness as well as long product life  cycles.
The units are exported globally. The company works with reliable and long term partners - some of which have worked 
with HARTL CRUSHERS for decades - creating a dealer network that covers and serves more than 65 countries.
HARTL CRUSHER NORTH AMERICA LLC is a daughter company based in Nevada and responsible for the
norh american market.

hartl-crusher.com



HBC
650-1250

HBS
800-2000

OPTIONS Safety and performance are some of the main requirements for these optional products.
„Proven HARTL quality matched to your product“

Lowest cost per ton/y3

High throughput

Cubical end product

Low investment cost

Short amortisation

Best quality, long lifetime
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MODELS HBC 650 HBC 750 HBC 950 HBC 1250

Excavator weight lbs* ≥ 22,050 ≥ 39,700 ≥ 52,950 ≥ 77,160

Intake opening in 26 x 20 30 x 20 37 x 21 49 x 22

Oil pressure psi 3190 3190 3190 3190

Oil throughput US gpm > 27 > 39 > 53 > 77 

Jaw opening settings min-max in 0.40 - 4.00 0.48 - 4.00 0.48 – 4.75 0.48 – 4.75 

Load volumes y3  ISO 7451 0.66 0.95 1.30 2.17

  

Dimensions L x W x H in 76.37 / 43.30 / 51.18 87.00 / 47.63 / 53.93 92.52 / 57.08 / 54.72 101.18 / 71.65 / 61.02

Weight lbs 3,750 6,180 8,720 12,610

UNIQUE – QUATTRO MOVEMENT
 

With a toggle plate that is specially designed to be positioned upwards instead downwards, as is the case with conventional 
crushers, the movement of the swing jaw plate does not have a parallel motion but the HARTL system generates an aggressive 
fi gure eight motion that allows crushing to begin high up on the jaw face and also creates a postcrush in the lower section of
the crusher chamber as the material leaves the crusher. 

YOUR BENEFITS
With the HARTL CRUSHER™ you reduce the following cost factors:

 Material delivery and removal costs
 Landfi ll deposit costs; purchasing new aggregates
 Transportation and organisation costs
 Number of machines on site - 1 excavator - 1 operator
 Preparation and processing costs
 Running costs

 All data subject to change. Subject to technical changes.
* Always consult and obey your excavator lifting capability guidelines.

 All data subject to change. Subject to technical changes.
* Always consult and obey your excavator lifting capability guidelines.
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MODELS HBS 800 HBS 1200 HBS 1600 HBS 2000

Excavator weight lbs* ≥ 17,600 ≥ 28,660 ≥ 48,500 ≥ 77,160

Drum diameter in 31.5 47.2 63.0 78.7

Screen drum depth in 19.7 29.5 43.3 43.3

Oil pressure psi 1885 2466 2466 2466

Oil throughput US gpm 7 20 20 32

Load volumes y3  ISO 7451 0.33 1.05 2.49 4.45

  

Dimensions L x W x H in 70.5 / 36.8 / 46.9 94.1 / 53.3 / 63.0 123.6 / 72.8 / 83.9 147.2 / 87.0 / 87.8

Weight lbs 1,420 2,690 5,120 10,150

YOUR BENEFITS
 

With the HARTL SCREENER you reduce the following cost factors:

 Material delivery and removal costs
 Landfi ll deposit costs; purchasing new aggregates
 Transportation and organisation costs
 Number of machines on site - 1 excavator - 1 operator
 Crushing costs when used as a pre-screener
 Running costs

HARTL ONLINE SERVICES
FAST, CONVENIENT AND SAFE PURCHASING
 

hartl-crusher.com

You always fi nd the right parts with HARTL Partsfi nder
Visualized installation and service instructions
Attractive prices for registered customers
Prompt availability and fast delivery
Order and delivery status always traceable

MODEL HSP 3300

Screen area sq ft  35.5

Number of decks 2

Screen width in 71.41

Screen length in 71.65

Capacity cu ft/hr 2300

Motor power output kW 5.5

Dimensions L x W x H in 88.97 / 104.84 / 117.36

Weight lbs 4,850

MODEL HCB 5000

Length in 196.85

Conveyor belt width in 23.62

Chevron profi le width in 19.68

Chevron profi le height in 0.63

Discharge height in 94.48

Conveyor velocity ft/s 5.6

Max. slope in degrees 25

Dimensions L x W x H in 208.27 / 51.57 / 111.81

Weight lbs 1,676

HSP
3300

HCB
5000

Magnets Screen modules BrushTeethCrush ControlDust suppression systemQuick coupling systems

Pendulum: solid cast  Double Spring System Central lubricationSide wear plates

THE ULTIMATE IN FLEXIBILITY
 

HARTL SCREENERS provide a mobile and cost effective solution to the task of separating natural rock and recycling
materials on site, within the minimum space and the shortest time. The material is separated into the desired sizes right
where it is collected or produced. The screens are suitable for both pre-screening and fi nal classifi cation. The unique
wide hopper design grants more intake, stockpile and a constant feeding - this stands for highest performance.

XXL Drum volume Interchangeable screen modulesXXL Hopper volume Robust design

1,676

HARTL SCREEN PLANT - HSP
 

The HARTL SCREEN PLANT stands out with its compact transport dimensions, stable structure and high throughput 
combined with low running costs and space requirements. This product is used in natural stone processing as well as 
in the classifi cation and refi nement of recycled materials with 3 and up to 4 fi nished fractions. 

HARTL CONVEYOR BELT - HCB
 

As a perfect addition HARTL offers the appropriate conveyor belts – in short HCB. 
The conveyor belts are also electrically driven and provide a maximum discharge height of 94.48 inch. 

HARTL SCREENERS provide a mobile and cost effective solution to the task of separating natural rock and recyclingHARTL SCREENERS provide a mobile and cost effective solution to the task of separating natural rock and recyclingWith a toggle plate that is specially designed to be positioned upwards instead downwards, as is the case with conventional With a toggle plate that is specially designed to be positioned upwards instead downwards, as is the case with conventional 


